2014 ford escape tail light

We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or
Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:.
Tail Light part. Light Source. Quantity Sold. Shop Ford Escape Tail Light. Showing 1 - 15 of 16
results. Display item:. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Page 1 of 2
Showing 1 - 15 of 16 results. Feb 01, Now please stop emailing me. Thank you. Purchased on
Jan 18, Aug 31, Strange mixed experience. So I ordered the wrong tail light passenger instead of
driver my bad. I called immediately and the guy on the phone said he couldn't change the order
so I would have to receive it and send it back for a refund. And then he asked if I would like to
just "order the correct one now". Fair enough. I was looking at it on the website and he quoted
me a higher price with double shipping cost and sent a real time email for me to review. When I
told him I was looking at the price online and it was cheaper I felt like I was talking to a 10 year
old caught in a lie. In the end I paid for return shipping as I should. Was way too uncomfortable
after talking to a non sales sales person to buy the correct part. After shipping received and
refund issued I then ordered the correct part. It was an easy install and worked great In the end I
was embarrassed for the human I spoke with by phone with his amateur sales game but overall
satisfied with the product. The moral of the story is train your sales staff. Jon Prescott.
Purchased on Aug 25, Aug 13, Great part. Fit perfect and arrived quick. Vincent Loparo.
Purchased on Jul 30, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. Contact Us. Phone Number
Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply
Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. David Hobbs helped make these videos. This video
demonstrates how to change a burnt out taillight bulb on your Ford Escape. Some of the other
bulbs in the tail light cluster such as the brake light or turn signal may also function as the tail
light in your Escape. It is possible for the turn signal or brake light to work but the tailight part
to be burnt out - replacing the bulb on your Escape will restore functionality to both. Since the
tailights are on whenever your parking lights or headlights are on, they will burn out eventually.
Burn out tail lights are a common reason for a police officer to pull you over, so we recommend
changing all of the tail lights on your Escape whenever one is burnt out. When changing the
tailight bulb on your Escape, be careful not to touch the glass part of the new bulb as this will
cause the tailight bulb to burn out quicker. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos
showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair
procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. Car companies often use the same
engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two
different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the
most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed
may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how
to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Change
an engine fuse. If you have an electrical component that doesn't work, try replacing the fuse
first. Try this cheap fix for leaks. Animals love the sweet smell of antifreeze, too bad it's toxic!
Fix your minor leaks. Check transmission fluid level. Harsh downshifts? Slipping gears? You
might be low on transmission fluid. How to seal minor transmission fluid leaks. Minor
transmission fluid leaks can often be fixed with the right sealant - see how to do this. See all
videos for the Ford Escape. We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have
everything So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's
not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit
service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this
page Email this page. Add Complaint. Engine light keeps on and off with not a reason and when
I bring the car for an oils change into the dealer they are saying that is not important and it is
going off when the oil is changed. I also notice that the car is very short after the gently
breakdown. The other issue is the unexpected acceleration itself, even if I do not use the
accelerator pedal. This happens anywhere anyhow and when the vehicle is in motion. The
contact owns a Ford Escape. While driving 5 mph, the headlights are dim and the vehicle
crashed into a large landscaping stone. The air bags failed to deploy. A police report was not
filed and there were no injuries. The vehicle was towed to the dealer and repaired. The
manufacturer was made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was 8, As recommended in low
visibility situations fog, dust storm, snow, etc. The only way to turn off the drls is to turn off the
vehicle, which then produces another hazard since you cannot keep the ac or heater running as
needed. I have notified both Ford corporate and my local dealership multiple times with no
results or corrective action plan. Search CarComplaints. Ford Focus ignition Ford Explorer
transmission engine complaint electrical issue heater complaint transmission complaint paint
defect Escape recall. After minutes with the vehicle powered off, the instrument cluster dimmer
setting reverts to maximum brightness automatically. More than an inconvenience, this bug is

potentially dangerous. If a driver perceives the instrument cluster to be too bright, the driver
must manually dim the instrument panel every time it is dark enough that the exterior lights are
required to drive. Engineering is currently investigating this condition through the quicker
service fix qsf process. Monitor oasis for updates. The dash lights will not dim automatically as
described in the manual as well as from Ford technicians. They are on full bright all the time. An
analogy would be like having an oncoming car having its headlights on high beam at night and
therefore be blinding. There is a manual override to adjust but this must be done every time the
car is started. I talked to a Ford rep and was told, "nothing is perfect, deal with it". I would think
Ford would want its sophisticated cars to work correctly. We will see. Update on ODI number
Ford case [xxx]. Ford will not, at my expense, allow the dealer to install either Ford oem daytime
running lights drl in my new vehicle or an after market product. They say any such install by
dealer or others will void my extended new car warranty. The dealer, herb chambers,
westborough, MA. This was not the case. Ford will only install drl on fleet Escape vehicles but
not on personal Escapes. Ford customer service has assigned a case casC7S8M6 to my
concerns and are adamant. They refuse to explain why there is this policy which prevents
adding a safety feature, at the owners expense, to their Escapes sold for personal use. Not what
you are looking for? Search for something else:. Tail light came fully plug and play with light
bulbs. Part was less expensive and as good OR better than what the dealer quoted! I would still
have to had purchased the bulbs. Excellent purchase, quick delivery, exact fit. It took me under
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Hardware. Action Crash. DIY Solutions. Shop By Vehicle. Click to Enlarge. Product List Price:.
Position: Left - Driver Side. Quality: Capa Certified - Ensures the part fits, performs, and lasts
the same as the original. Position: Right - Passenger Side. Shipping Options: Free Ground
Shipping. Action Crash FOC. Great match ez install with light bulbs what more could you want
and great price. November 5th, Posted by Ford rear light. Action Crash FON. August 20th,
Posted by sandra. Action Crash FOR. April 5th, Posted by Chaz F. March 19th, Posted by Great
price! March 4th, Posted by Tom. November 25th, Posted by Ford Escape. Catalog: D. Vehicle
Notes Ford Escape. Catalog: Q. Vehicle Ford Escape. There are 4 choices for the Ford Escape
Tail Light!!! Choose Your Option. We offer an industry leading 1-year warranty on every part
type we sell. All of our engines and transmissions carry a 1-year warranty with optional
extensions up to 2 additional years. Claims on engine warranties are limited to manufacturer
defects in the pistons, heads, block, crankshafts, rockers, and oil pumps. Though additional
parts and accessories may be attached upon purchase, coverage does not extend to sensors,
switches, cables, electronics, belts, hoses, water pumps, or manifolds, nor damage caused
through overheating or improper lubrication. Due to the COVID pandemic, your order may arrive
later than expected so please allow an extra few working days for your order to arrive. We can
ship anywhere in the 48 contiguous U. We do not require a core charge or a return of the old
part or engine. The more local you shop, the more you save off the shipping cost. It typically
takes us approximately business days to process a credit back to your account and business
days for the credit to appear on your account. Note all returns and cancellations require a prior
authorization. Terms : All returns and cancellations may be subject to shipping charges, unless
caused by our error or cancelled by the customer prior to shipping. No returns without prior
authorization from the Supplier see Contact Us page. Replacements : It is company policy that
we receive the original auto part back before sending you a replacement auto part. The original
auto part must be returned using the provided shipping label. The shipping cost for both the
original and the replacement auto part is a cost attributed to the shipper at hand. Note, if these
auto parts are not shipped back to the supplier within 30 days of the delivery date of the
replacement part, the buyer's credit card is subject to a recharge for the initial cost of the
original auto part minus the initial shipping cost If you have any questions about the shipping
back of the original part, please contact customer service team at Press 2 for Returns open
Monday-Friday pm EST Or email cs allusedparts. Disclaimer : -Some of our units used engine,
transmission, axle, etc. They will need to be replaced before installation. Common items that are
not guaranteed include but not limited too nuts, bolts, links, seals, bushings, ball joints,
brackets, bezels, wiring, cables, sensors and other applicable items depending on the part. If
they are not serviceable, such as a pressed-in ball joint, they will be guaranteed. The purchased
item may need to be repainted, refinished, or reupholstered for proper color match. Technical
Questions? Contact the webmaster. Shopping Cart: Items. Contact Us. Order Tracking. Verify
Your Part Expand. Select Part Select Make Select Model Select Year Tail Light for Ford Escape
Attention! Filters Items. Price Mileage Nearby. Description Warranty Shipping Returns.
Nationwide Shipping: Due to the COVID pandemic, your order may arrive later than expected so
please allow an extra few working days for your order to arrive. More Details Less Details.
Update Your Location. Skip to main content. Include description. Brand Type. Genuine OEM 4,
Items 4, Aftermarket Branded 1, Items 1, Unbranded Items Private Label Items Not Specified 1,
Items 1, Ford 4, Items 4, Philips Items TYC Items Wagner Items Bulb Type. LED 1, Items 1,
Xenon 10 Items Halogen Items HID 9 Items 9. Incandescent Items Placement on Vehicle. Outer
Items Left 1, Items 1, Right 1, Items 1, Front Items Rear 2, Items 2, Unspecified Length Items
Lifetime Items Fitment Type. Direct Replacement 1, Items 1, Not Specified 4, Items 4, SAE Items
DOT Items CAPA 90 Items Not Specified 6, Items 6, New 2, Items 2, New other see details Items
Remanufactured 3 Items 3. Used 4, Items 4, For parts or not working 11 Items Please provide a
valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings. Buy It Now. Item Location. Canada Only. North
America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Free In-store Pickup. Free Local Pickup.
Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items.
More filters Gallery View Customize. Find the right parts for your Ford Escape. Enter Year Tell
us about your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Free returns. Last one. Almost gone.
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than Canadian dollars and are approximate conversions to Canadian dollars based upon
Bloomberg's conversion rates. For more recent exchange rates, please use the Universal
Currency Converter. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be
slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options and costs. Skip to main
content of over 2, results for "ford tail light". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free
Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. Amazon Global Store. Filter
results by your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results
below. Enter a new vehicle. Get it as soon as Fri, Feb Only 11 left in stock - order soon. Only 8
left in stock more on the way. Amazon's Choice for ford tail light. FREE Shipping. Get it as soon
as Tue, Mar 2. Only 12 left in stock more on the way. Only 4 left in stock - order soon. Get it as
soon as Thu, Feb Get it Mon, Mar 1 - Thu, Mar 4. Only 17 left in stock - order soon. Need help?
Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem loading this
menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. When was the last time you checked your auto lights? Do you think some of them do not
function to any further extent with the best capacity they usually does? Some drivers and
automobile owners would never think to have their auto lights replaced unless they were
damaged or simply too old to function any more, take the tail lights for example. For them, as
long as the bulbs in their tail lights still emit lights, it's okay. What they do not know is that they
may be providing terrible threat to their passengers, for them and for other road users as well.
Tail light or tail lamp is one of those lighting system parts equipped in a vehicle, usually
positioned at the back of the vehicle and typically come in pairs left end and right end of the
vehicle. They do emit a red beam that sends warning to the other driver behind you that you are
driving ahead of him. It is very beneficial for a driver to have tail lights so as to let the driver of
the car behind you be aware of your presence. Some taillights are composed of wire covering
fixed over the lenses for protection and added tough and stylish look. Typically, several vintage
cars possess a monochromatic effect because the tail light lenses are made of glass. By having
a good pair of functioning Ford Escape tail lights, accidents such as collisions will likely be
avoided. So once you have noticed any malfunction from your Ford Escape tail lights, it is
advisable to have it repaired or if necessary to have it replaced, then have it. Check out the
various online auto parts dealers that house aftermarket Ford Escape tail lights. There are also
custom Ford Escape tail lights like Altezza tail lights to add an extra appeal to your ordinary
Ford Escape tail lights. Ford is one of the top car manufacturers in the US and in the world.
Their Ford Escape reflects their company values of safety and innovation. Replacing your Ford
Escape tail light is important because broken tail lights mean safety hazards on the road. But
which is better--OE replacement parts or OE parts? OE replacement Ford Escape tail lights are
the better option. But OE replacements offer more variety, affordable prices, and increased
availability. You need to know the year of your Ford Escape so you can choose from our
selection of OE replacement tail lights here at CarParts. Ford is a trusted American automobile
manufacturer founded in by Henry Ford and his associates. The company has gone through
several changes since then, but they always managed to heed the call of the times. These
values have since secured their position as a top car manufacturer in the US and the world. The
Ford Escape is an example of how this company integrated its core values into their work. A
compact crossover vehicle, Ford Escape is the product of years of perfecting safety technology,
comfort, and sustainability. With a good pair, you can avoid collisions or accidents. But there
are a lot of options in the market nowadays and it can be hard to choose between OE
replacements and OEM parts. OEM is an abbreviation of the term original equipment
manufacturer. OEM parts are made by car manufacturers and their authorized suppliers.
Price-wise, they can be quite expensive. OE replacement parts, on the other hand, are made by
third-party manufacturers. They come in a wider variety than OEM parts, which is convenient
especially if you have customization plans in mind. You can definitely get an OE Ford Escape
tail light replacement without breaking your bank. Worried about replacing your Ford Escape
tail light? Go for the better, more accessible, and affordable OEM replacement part. Using our

vehicle selector here at CarParts. Knowing the exact type you need will help cut down on your
tail light replacement cost. LED tail lights use less energy and are brighter than Halogens or
Xenons. Xenon lights, however, are brighter than the standard Halogen tail lights. Ford Escape
Tail Light Assembly Troubleshooting Tips One of the common causes of road accidents is
driving with faulty automotive lights. At night or in dark areas, these lights are the only signals
of drivers since there is low visibility. So if you are driving with your tail lights out, you are
putting life at risk. Good thing, you can know beforehand what could cause problems to your
tail light assembly to avoid having them. Below are just some of the tips on how you can
diagnose your Ford Escape tail light assembly's problems. If your foor isn't on the brake pedal
anymore but the lights still won't come off, then this could be due to an out-of-adjustment
switch. Your brake light switch may already be worn-out, making it unstable. Check the switch
for any signs of premature wear and replace it immediately if the damage is beyond repair.
Apparently, the bulbs are intact, but still the tail lights won't lit up. This could be due to a blown
fuse or a faulty wiring. What you can do is to have an assistant step on your brakes. Check your
tail lights if they lit up. If not, pull out the fuse box and check for any blown fuse or anything
unusual that might cause the lights to fail. If you see a blown fuse, replace it immediately since
there is no way of repairing it. However, if the fuses are all intact, look for an exposed wiring
that might be causing the lights to short. Replacing the damaged wirings is the best way to
restore your tail lights. Upon starting your crossover, you notice that the tail lights won't turn
on. This is a common problem with the tail light assembly, so don't worry. This could either be
caused by an electrical disruption or a problem with the switch. You have to check the fuse box
for any blown fuse or a damaged wiring. Next, you could either adjust the switch or replace it
completely depending on the extent of the damage. Replacing defective parts is easy and
affordable, so don't be hesitant about it. Driving your Ford Escape crossover without functional
tail lights poses a serious threat to other drivers on the road. Without these automotive lights,
they won't be able to know whether you are going to change directions or you are coming to a
stop. Keeping this assembly in proper condition is essential to you and the other drivers' good.
Several road accidents are caused by drivers who insist to use their vehicles even if they have
busted tail lights; don't be one of them. Here are some easy and simple tips that you can use to
keep your Ford Escape tail light assembly working perfectly:. Having dim tail lights is
sometimes due to poorly cleaned lenses. Moisture build-up is usually one of the causes why
your tail lights appear to be dim. Take time to clean the lenses with mild cleanser and wash it off
completely to avoid it from condensation and hard water build-up. It also helps if you will be
able to clean the insides of the assembly to ensure that there will be no dirt or dust that might
keep the bulbs from illuminating properly. One of the culprits of a poorly illuminated tail light
bulb is condensation. Aside from cleaning it regularly, you can also do something to keep it
from coming into your lights. You can use a Teflon tape to seal your tail lights and prevent
moisture from going inside. Put two layers of this tape around your tail lights to ensure they are
tightly sealed. Replace the tapes once in a while or as soon as they appear to wear out. One of
the most common tail light problems is having a broken bulb. If you suspect that one or both of
your tail light bulbs got broken after a crash, then you should inspect the damage and replace it
immediately. You can no longer repair a broken bulb, especially if a filament becomes busted as
well. Replacement bulbs are very affordable and are available in any auto parts store.
Everything electrical that should point to the Ford Escape tail light assembly should be found
passing via the "Smart Junction Box" or "Battery Junction Box". Both pertain to the same thing.
There are a couple of fuses there that should be removed. If new fuses don't do the trick, it may
be necessary to replace the whole junction box. Not only do these look cooler on the car, but
these upgrades also give a brighter light compared to the stock ones. This will really be helpful
for other drivers to get a better sight of the Escape. Some Ford Escapes that are used on trails
and treks have tail light covers that serve as protection against any debris that may damage the
lenses. LED bulbs use less energy compared to the original ones on the Ford Escape tail light
assembly. When these are installed on an Escape, the extra energy that used to go to the stock
lights now go to the turning lights. These lights become too excited and in turn flash too
quickly. To solve this, extra resistors or new special turning light bulbs are necessary to be able
to handle this extra energy. Doing these adjustments should return the turning lights back to its
normal rate. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track
order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your
vehicle. Ford Escape Tail Light. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Tail Light part. See All.
Light Source. Quantity Sold. Shop Ford Escape Tail Light. Showing 1 - 15 of 45 results. Display
item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number:
LUS. Part Number: RUS. Page 1 of 3 Showing 1 - 15 of 45 results. Feb 16, Arrived qui
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ckly and in good condition. Robert Alexiou. Purchased on Jan 27, Feb 14, Great price, perfect
fit, fast delivery, thanks! Scott Wilkie. Purchased on Feb 07, Just what I needed. Wes Ridley.
Purchased on Feb 03, Show More. Ford Escape Tail Light Guides. Finding the right fit. Ford
Escape Tail Light Assembly. Frequently Asked Questions One of the lights one side the Ford
Escape tail light assembly don't work, while the same light on the other side does. How can this
problem be solved? What are some of the options for Ford Escape Tail Light assemblies for a
customized rear look? Frequently Asked Questions. One of the lights one side the Ford Escape
tail light assembly don't work, while the same light on the other side does. Helpful Automotive
Resources. The job can be even more costly if you have a high-end luxury or performance car.
Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

